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State of the States
A new Workers’ 
Comp Research 
Institute (WCRI) 
study showed 
an increase in 
new pharmacies 
established to 

handle workers’ comp claims in the 
weeks following the passage of HB 
1846, a bill limiting reimbursement 
for physician dispensed 
medications, in 2014.  Although 
the bill did result in a steep 
decline in physician dispensing, 
the study found a significant 
increase in pricey compound 
medications and new, expensive 
strengths of medications.  The 
increase in these more expensive 
medications originated mostly 
in these new pharmacies, who 
accounted for 16% of all workers’ 
comp prescriptions but 49% of 
prescription payments.

The New 
Hampshire 
legislature 
passed SB 541, 
a workers’ 
comp cancer 
presumption 

bill for state firefighters, on 
Wednesday.  The bill, awaiting 
Governor Sununu’s signature, 
would create a presumption of 
cancer coverage under the state’s 
workers’ comp statute for full-time 
firefighters who have worked for 
at least 10 years and have lived a 
tobacco-free life.  The presumption 
extends for 20 years after the 
firefighter retires, but the bill has 
no funding mechanism, leaving 
cities and towns unsure of how 
they will cover the costs.

This week, 
the Workers’ 
Comp Research 
Institute 
(WCRI) released 
their annual 
benchmark 

study for Illinois.  The study found 
that workers’ comp claim costs 
continue to increase 1-3% a year 
and that the average cost of a 
claim in Illinois is higher than the 
other seventeen states examined.  
The increased costs have been a 
growing concern of the Governor, 
who has vowed for several years 
to reform the workers’ comp 
system. However, he has been 
unsuccessful in passing significant 
legislation and is up for a tough 
reelection in November.

http://www.wcrinet.org/reports/monitoring-physician-dispensing-reforms-in-pennsylvania
http://gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_status/bill_status.aspx?lsr=2793&sy=2018&sortoption=&txtsessionyear=2018&txtbillnumber=SB541
https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/midwest/2018/05/22/490055.htm


States in Session
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State of the States

Another legislative session is over in Missouri without 
a prescription drug monitoring bill being passed.  In 
2018, the Missouri House had two PDMP bills before 
them, HB 1619 and HB 1740, but when they adjourned 
for the year last week, neither bill had even been 
granted a hearing.  Missouri is the only state in the 
country without a PDMP.

HB 5241 is on its 
way to Governor 
Malloy’s 
desk for his 
signature.  The 
bill requires the 
Commissioner 

of Public Health to examine 
pharmacist and practitioners use 
of the state’s Prescription Drug 
Monitoring Program and report 
to the legislature by January 1, 
2019. This is an effort to ensure 
100% compliance of the PDMP 
requirements for practitioners 
and pharmacists. 

On Tuesday, 
Governor Bill 
Haslam, signed 
SB 2025 into law.  
The bill allows a 
patient to request 

a partial fill of their controlled 
substance prescription.  The bill, 
effective January 1, 2019, outlines 
the requirements on partial fills, 
including that the remainder of 
the prescription must be filled 
at the same pharmacy and the 
pharmacy is required to contact 
the doctor to inform them of the 
partial fill.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/9710768b41d08fdf3a9125349bdca771ee3da8b94ce2a7ebc6c3fbc25d64dd110203d0602d241fc495432e73956a5ad6
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/63328c8580621f19245cfcfe1fde83b0a5ce4ca574cb7a87e688a582d38d5b6624e59d81b698fb98c7dc1ec6956311af
https://www.cga.ct.gov/2018/ACT/pa/2018PA-00100-R00HB-05241-PA.htm
https://s3.amazonaws.com/fn-document-service/file-by-sha384/ef2e0a6c70f7c031354f64de45363a1004e4f6ec2d046fbb283e43fd700be4f0a76057d21f0b8e1c57789d687732e263

